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The CAD/CAM international magazine of digital dentistry is published by Dental Tribune Asia Pacific Ltd. and will appear in 2013 with four issues. The magazine and all articles and illustrations therein are protected by copyright. Any utilisation without the prior consent of editor and publisher is inadmissible and liable to prosecution. This applies in particular to duplicate copies, translations, microfilms, and storage and processing in electronic systems.

Reproductions, including extracts, may only be made with the permission of the publisher. Given no statement to the contrary, any submissions to the editorial department are understood to be in agreement with a full or partial publishing of said submission. The editorial department reserves the right to check all submitted articles for formal errors and factual authority, and to make amendments if necessary. No responsibility shall be taken for unsolicited books and manuscripts. Articles bearing symbols other than that of the editorial department, or which are distinguished by the name of the author, represent the opinion of the afore-mentioned, and do not have to comply with the views of Dental Tribune Asia Pacific Ltd. Responsibility for such articles shall be borne by the author. Responsibility for advertisements and other specially labeled items shall not be borne by the editorial department. Likewise, no responsibility shall be assumed for information published about associations, companies and commercial markets. All cases of consequential liability arising from inaccurate or faulty representation are excluded. General terms and conditions apply, legal venue is North Point, Hong Kong.